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This invention relates generally to wall bolts, 
and in particular the invention is directed to an 
improved wall bolt of the type used to attach 
ilxtures and the like on a wall at a point where 
no stud or other tinck solid member is available. 
The principal object of the present invention 

is to provide a Wall bolt of unique construction. 
and a bolt which is not only easier to install but 
provides much greater support than the now 
commonly used toggle type wall bolt. 
Another object oi' the invention is to provide a 

wall bolt of the type described, which after being 
installed can be readily removed it necessary, and 
without damage to the portion of the wall sur 
rounding the hole initially bored to receive the 

' bolt. ' i 

A further'obiect oi' the invention is to produce 
a simple and inexpensive device and yet one 
which will be exceedingly effective for the pur 
pose for which it is designed. 
These objects I accomplish by means of such ' 

structureland relative arrangement of parts as 
will fully appear by a perusal of the following 
specification and claims. 
In the drawing similar characters of reference 

indicate corresponding parts in the several views: 
Figure 1. is an elevation of the improved wall 

bolt as inserted through a wall but before being 
drawn up or secured. 
Figure 2 is a sectional elevation of the same. 
Figure 3 is a sectional elevation of the device 

in secured position. 
‘Figure 4 is an outer end view of the wall plug. 
Figure 5 is an inner end view of the device in 

secured position. . 

Figure 6 is a sectional elevation oi a slightly 
modiñed form of the device as inserted through 
a wall but before being drawn up or secured. 
Referring now more particularly to the char 

acters of reference on the drawing, and partic 
ularly at present to the embodiment of the in 
vention shown in Figs. 1 to 5 inclusive, the de 
vice comprises a substantially cylindrical plug I, 
preferably of a relatively soft metal such as lead. 
This plug is provided with an axial bore 2 
through which a relatively long bolt 3 extends 
in rotatable relation. Longitudinally extending, 
eircumferentially spaced ribs l project radially ' 
outward from the exterior of the plug and pre 
vent rotation thereof whenthe plug is driven 
into a hole bored in a plaster and lath wall 5, 
the hole being bored substantially the same di 
ameter as that of the plug. 'I'he head la of bolt 
3 is disposed outwardly of the outer end of the 
plug and when the device is in use, engages with 

(Cl. 85-2.4) 
the fixture 8 which is to be supported and 
through which the bolt projects; the ilxture be 
ing clamped between head la and the outer sur 
iace of wall 5. 
To secure the device with 

the following structure: 
The bolt I, being relatively long, projects some 

distance inwardly beyond plug I and wall 5. such 
projecting portion being threaded as shown> at 
l. A head I is threaded on bolt portion l. and 10 
the adjacent ends of plug I and head 8 are formed 
with axial necks 9 of reduced diameter. The 
head 8 is initially adjacent the inner end of the 
bolt, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. ‘ 
A plurality of longitudinally extending, rela- 15 

tively stil! but bendable metal strips III extend /f’ 
between and at their ends rest on said necks 8; , 
these strips being circumferentially spaced about/ 
the necks and radially spaced from bolt 3. The ‘ 
ends of the strips are vfixed with the necks/by 20 
means oi' clamping rings Il which deformf’ the 
adjacent portions oil the strips into annular i 
grooves I2 in the necks. Centrally of their ends, 
the strips III are deformed‘or struck out: radially 
of bolt 3 and as indicated at Il. Tof’secure the 
device with the wall, the bolt 3 is" rotated by 
means of head 3a; the direction uof rotation be 
ing such as to cause the threaded head 8 to 
move along the bolt in the direction of the wall. 
As a result of such movement. the strips Il 

ilrst bow outwardly and with continued movef 
ment of the head iinally fold as radially pro 
jecting loops L (see Fig. 3),. one side of which 
ñrmly and frictlonally engage the adjacent wall 
surface. The plug is of s'uch a length that the 
adjacent ends of the strips Ill terminate within. 
the bore cut for said plug; this feature assur- . 
ing that loops L firmly engage the wall. 
,By means of the above described wall bolt, a 

fixture can be ilrmly and securely mounted on a 
plaster and lath, or wallboard wall at a point 
where no stud or other rigid member is present.A 
Due to the extent of contact of loops L with the 
inner surface of the wall, there is no tendency 
for the bolt to pull out oi the wall or to frac 
ture and crack the plaster adjacent the plug I. 

If it is ever necessary to remove the device 
from the wall, bolt 3 is rotated in a direction 
to move head 8 away from plug I; such move 
ment unfolding loops L, and returning same to 
substantially their initial coniiguration and par 
allel to said bolt whereupon the device can be 
withdrawn from the wall. 

II‘he embodiment illustrated in Fig. 6 comprises.l 
the same structure as above described, but in ad- 55 
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2 
dition includes a soft and deformable rubber 
sleeve S surrounding ‘bolt 3 between the necks 
8 o1' plug l and head 8; this sleeve being of suf 
ñcient diameter to snugly occupy the space be 
tween the bolt and strips l0. The purpose of 
said soft and deformable rubber sleeve is to as 
sure that strips it bow outward and ilnally 
fold together as head t moves toward plug il; 
the expansion or radial deformation of the rub 
bei* sleeve caused by the longitudinal compres 
sion theneoî pressing against strips i@ and ef 
Íecting desired result. 

lï‘rorn the foregoing description it will be read 
ily eeen that have produced such a device as 
substantially J¿ulîills the objects of the invention 
as ’fh herein, 

sïseciñcation sets forth detail 
jcresent preferred construction oi the 
e, sii i practice such deviations from such 

der» resorted to as do not forni a 
pari-.nre iron?. t „e of the invention, de 

_Y sus described invention, ‘what 'i 
„s nsw and useful and desire to secure by 

sters Patent is: 
A viali bolt comprising a plug having an an» 

2,236,079 
ial bore, a bolt rotatably extending through said 
bore and projecting beyond the plug, the project 
ing portion of the bolt being threaded, a. head 
threaded on the bolt and initially disposed some 
distance from the plug, axial necks formed on ad 
jacent ends of the plug and head, a plurality 
ol bendable metal strips engaging at their ends 
on and extending longitudinally between 'said 
necks, and means securing said ends of the strips 
on the necks in fixed relation; said means corn 
prising clamping rings surrounding the ends oí 
the strips and necks, the necks having annular 
grooves therein and rings deforming the adjacent 
portions of the strips thereinto. 

2. ¿in a ‘wall bolt assembly, a rotatable bolt, a 
. pair oi’ initlmly spaced members on the bolt and 
arranged for .relative approaching movement 
upon rotation ci said holt, a plurality oi bend 
able metal strips secured on extending be 
tween members longitudinally' of 'out spaced 

'the holt, aad a deformable rubber sleeve 
the bolt extending from mem- 

tier to member, sleeve snugly engaging he~ 
tri/'een the bolt and; said strips. 

FRANK F. WIPPER. 


